
power structures - a recognition that hardly exists today because of the way in which

international relations are structured around the state.

The necessity to discuss non-state actors arises from the need to address how and why they are

normally excluded from regular discussions on SALW, the impact state-to-state transfers -

whether covert or overt - have on themn and their role in the "success" of international

conrimitmnents to certain causes. For example, some states have made it clear they will not sign

the Landmines Convention until opposition groups, i.e. non-state actors, in their country and

elsewhere agree to give up using anti-personnel landmines.' It is hard to deny that these

oppositional groups, or non-states actors, play a rote in international processes.

1. "The Problem"l

* What is the problemi we are trying to address?

" Wy do we want to restrict SALWaccess to non-state actors?

*What kind of trade and availability of SAL Wdo we consider harmful and to whom?

Govemments of all kinds tend to assume that international agreements have to take place

amongst and between states. This is because the state is and remnains the fundamental actor in

international relations. Beyond this, the level of analysis moves upwards, not down, to

international finance and political organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund and

United Nations. In an era of rapid globalisation and change, new levels of analysis are becomný

increasingly necessary because the state is becoming either bypassed or irrelevant. The examl

of SALW is especially intriguing in this respect. Over the past five years the SALW issue has

become one of the most important items on the international agenda. Currently, NOOs,

governiments and independent analysts are grappling with ways to address what is rapidly

hecc>miniz the most urgent security issue of the post-Cold War era, more global perhaps than e


